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Abstract
Sensor nodes (SNs) gather data in wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs), which is pieced together at the sink. Most of the 
energy of SNs is consumed in transmission and reception of 
the data packets. Reduction in transmission of data packets 
greatly improves the lifetime of WSNs as it not only reduces 
energy of transmitting nodes but also of the receiving nodes.  
In this paper, we propose an energy efficient data gathering 
protocol (EEDGP) which reduces the transmission of data 
packets thereby reducing the energy consumption of SNs 
(SNs). Simulation results show EEDGP significantly increases 
the life time of WSNs by reducing the transmission of redundant 
data. 
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I. Introduction
WSNs are different from other networks because of the 
constraints they have in terms of energy, hardware, bandwidth 
etc. WSNs which are used for diverse applications pose a 
challenge for the development of new energy efficient schemes 
to address the challenges posed due to the constraints of 
WSNs. Most of the energy of SNs is consumed in transmission 
and reception of data. The SNs generate a significant amount 
of redundant data if they are continuously sensing a physical 
parameter. Transmission of redundant data is one of the major 
causes of energy consumption by the nodes.  
SNs gather data from hostile environment and transmit it 
towards the sink. In a clustered network the cluster head (CH) 
gathers the data from its cluster nodes (CNs) and transmits 
it towards the sink. Similar data packets from SNs can be 
combined as one by CH in order to reduce the transmissions. 
This combined or aggregated data reduces substantial amount 
of energy.  The amount of size by which a data can be reduced 
by aggregation depends on the application.   
Our proposed protocol namely energy efficient data gathering 
protocol (EEDGP) has been designed to improve the network 
lifetime by conserving the energy of the nodes. We have focused 
on data gathering application, where SNs report sampled data 
to sink through CHs. EEDGP reduces the transmission of new 
data by nodes if it is similar to the previous data. EEDGP also 
uses overhearing within the cluster in order to reduce the 
transmission thus conserving transmission energy of SNs and 
reception energy of their respective CHs.

II. Literature Review
Data aggregation has been a key approach to reduce the 
number of transmissions in WSNs. The data fed into the system 
is from diverse sources therefore the occurrence of redundancy 
is quite obvious. An evolutionary game-based data aggregation 
model for wireless sensor networks (EGDAM) based on game 
theory for data aggregation incorporating independence from 
specific application environments has been proposed in [1]. In 
[2] a graph based model for aggregating the data present at 

the gateways of the SNs has been presented. The work depicts 
the way in which all the data from various SNs is gathered 
and aggregated at the gateway, preserving the occurrence of 
loss of data or redundancy. Localized, self-organizing, robust 
and energy efficient data aggregation approaches known as 
Localized Power-Efficient Data Aggregation Protocols L-PEDAPs 
have been proposed in [3]. 
Routing protocol design takes into consideration data 
aggregation at some network nodes and accordingly decides 
packet routing mechanism. Data aggregation has significant 
impact on energy consumption and overall network efficiency. 
Iterative channel adjustment data aggregation routing (ICADAR) 
algorithm [4] tackles the problem of co-channel interference 
as it leads to data retransmission due to collision. A practical 
energy-efficient protocol for aggregator selection (EPAS) [5] 
achieves the target number of aggregators as aggregation at 
multiple levels can further reduce energy consumption. 
Hierarchical routing protocol (HRP) [6] is a cluster based 
protocol for increasing the life time of a sensor network. HRP 
first clusters the network and thereby constructs routing tree 
on CHs for sending the aggregated data to the base station. 
HRP remarkably extends network life time and the amount of 
data gathered.  
In a tree-based network, SNs are organized into a tree where 
data aggregation is performed at intermediate nodes. Ding et 
al. [7] have proposed an energy-aware distributed heuristic 
(EADAT) to construct and maintain a data-aggregation tree in 
sensor networks. The algorithm is initiated by the sink which 
assumes the role of the root node in the aggregation tree. The 
disadvantages of EADAT are extensive use of timers and it 
requires the prior knowledge or support from a given tree root. 
Tan et al. [8] have proposed a power-efficient data gathering 
and aggregation protocol (PEDAP). The goal of PEDAP is to 
maximize the lifetime of the network in terms of number of 
rounds, where each round corresponds to aggregation of data 
transmitted from different SNs to the sink. 
Zhu et al. [9] have studied the impact of data correlation on 
the energy expenditure of data distribution protocols. They 
focus on various energy-aware data aggregation trees under 
different network conditions, such as node density, source 
density, source distribution, and data aggregation degree. In 
[10], a tree-based aggregation algorithm that exploits data 
correlation has been proposed. It is based on shallow Length 
Tree (SLT) that unifies the properties of Minimum Steiner Tree 
(MST) and Shortest Path Tree (SPT). Al-Karaki et al. [11] in their 
work investigated which nodes in the network can be exploited 
as aggregation points for optimal performance. Limited energy 
of SNs poses a challenge for better design and management 
of WSNs.  Among many design challenges, energy efficient 
data gathering is very vital to improve the life time of a sensor 
network.  

III. Energy Efficient Data Gathering Protocol (EEDGP)
EEDGP has been designed to conserve the energy of the nodes 
thereby improving the life time of WSN.  EEDGP is based on 
a time division multiple access (TDMA) where MAC frame is 
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divided into periodic time slots and each SNs is allocated a 
particular slot for transmission. Each SN can transmit one 
packet in its allocated time slot so that collisions are avoided. 
EEDGP can be implemented on any cluster based protocols for 
WSNs. Fig. 1, shows a simple tree clustered network for WSNs. 
CHs aggregate the packets received from SNs.  Various data 
packets of cluster1 can be aggregated to form a single packet 
by CH1. CH6 aggregates the aggregated data of CH5 and CH4. 
The reduction in the number of packets transmitted not only 
reduces the energy consumption but also improves the life 
time of the network.
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Fig. 1: Cluster network for WSN

A. Working of EEDGP
The EEDGP has been designed to reduce the transmissions 
where a SN does not transmit the data which it had earlier 
transmitted to CH. The SNs also apply an aggregating function 
by overhearing the data transmitted by other SNs to the CH 
to which they are associated. If the value of their reading is 
similar to the aggregated value then also the SN does not 
transmit, thereby conserving its own and CHs energy. Consider 
a situation in which a SN has sensed similar data what it had 
sent previously i.e. if it had sensed 100C temperature value 
at time t1 and had transmitted to CH. Now at time t2, also it 
senses same temperature so SN will not transmit its data at 
t2. SN also does not transmit its packet if it has reading that 
does not affect the data value of the aggregated packet at CH. 
Assuming that the aggregation function is such that CH has to 
send the maximum value of the readings reported by SNs. Now 
at t1 SN has sensed 10oC and it overhears the data value sent 
by some SNs. Suppose two SNs have reported 10.5oC and 11oC 
at t1 to CH so the SN will not report its temperature reading 
at t2. All the SNs compute the value by applying aggregating 
function on the overheard values of the other SNs of the same 
cluster. CHs also use the same scheme for transmitting the 
aggregated data packets. 
EEDGP can be implemented by using two buffers at all the 
nodes in WSN. One buffer is used for storing the previously 
transmitted reading (BUFFTX) and other for storing the data 
values received (overhead in case of SNs) from the other nodes 
(BUFFRX). Aggregating function is applied on values in BUFFRX. 
If the aggregated data value is similar to the new data to be set 
by node, then it will not be transmitted. The similarity in data 
of node and aggregated value will depend on the aggregating 
function. In case if the aggregating function is to send the 
maximum or minimum value of the data then if some SN has 
reported more or less then the value to be reported by a SN, 
its data value is considered similar to the aggregated value. 
If the aggregating function is to report the average value, the 

average of the overheard data values if is same to the data 
value of the node, then this similar value is not reported by 
the node. 
Pseudo code of EEDGP.
1. Initialize:
int BUFFTX        // Buffer storing transmitted 
                       // data.
int BUFFRX[]   // Buffer storing received or 
          // overheard data. 
     enum identity (SN, CH)    //Node can be 
                          //sensor node or cluster head
2. begin
3. while (true) begin
4. if (identity == SN ) then begin
5. wait on event;
6. Get readings of its sensor and overhear data packets sent 
to its CH. 
7.  if ( New_Data == BUFFTX)  
8.  Go to Step 5.
9.      else (Apply Aggregating function on  
                BUFFRX[]) then begin
10.           if (Agg_Data ≈≈ New_Data)
11.  Go to Step 5.
12.             else (BUFFTX = New_Data)
13.  Transmit New_Data;
14.            endif
15.      endif
16. endif
17. elseif (identity == CH) then begin
18. Get readings of SNs. 
19. Apply Aggregating function on BUFFRX[]
20.           if (New_Data == BUFFTX)
21.  Go to Step 18.
22.           else (BUFFTX = New_Data)
23.  Transmit New_Data;
24.            endif
25. endif

IV. Simulation and results
Simulations were performed using Omnet++ for a clustered 
WSN, where nodes were randomly deployed and it was 
assumed that each SN is capable of sensing and transmitting 
data packet to its CH. A time division multiple access (TDMA)-
based medium access control (MAC) scheme was considered 
where SNs transmit one packet in their allocated time slots 
so that no collision occurs. The energy model adopted in [12] 
has been adopted to calculate the energy consumed by the 
nodes. The constant radio parameters i.e. α11, α12 and α2 were 
considered whose typical values are given in table 1.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of nodes 100-500
Initial energy of node 5J
Path loss exponent(n) 2
Data Packet length 500 bits
Control Packet length 10 bits
Data transmission rate 500 bits/second
α11 and α12 50nJ/bit
α2 10 pJ/bit/m2(n=2) 
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The average energy consumed per node for variable number 
of nodes by EDRP and HRP is shown in fig. 2. The energy 
consumption in by HRP is more as compared to EEDGP. This 
is because EEDGP reduces the transmission of similar data 
packets.

Fig. 2:  Average energy consumed per node

Fig. 3: First node to die

Fig. 3, shows the numer of rounds in which the first node dies. 
The results show that EEDGP performs better as compared to 
HRP and is more energy conserving.
The percentage of error between the the data values reported 
at sink to the actual values for thirty rounds of 500 nodes is 
shown in fig. 4. The maximum error is 0.35 percent for EEDGP. 
The error is because nodes do not report all the data packets. 
The error is very less  thus EEDGP is quiet accurate and can be 
used for applications where some error is acceptable.  

Fig. 4: Percentage of error for EEDGP

V. Conclusion
Filtering out similar data has a great impact on the energy 
consumption of SNs and also on the network life. Our proposed 
scheme (EEDGP) significantly reduces transmission of 
redundant data.  EEDGP does not disseminate similar data 

thereby conserving energy. Simulation results show that EEDGP 
is quiet accurate for data gathering applications and is also 
more energy conserving as compared to HRP. 
In future simulations results of EEDGP can be compared with 
the experimental results by implementing EEDGP on actual 
SNs. EEDGP can be modified to be more accurate and energy 
efficient. 
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